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The AROONA series

A new youth for your LAN

Harness the full potential of multi-mode optical fi bers 
within your existing infrastructure
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The AROONA series
A new youth for your LAN

Most Local Area Networks (LANs) are composed of multi-
mode fibers, which are limited in bandwidth. The transmitted 
throughputs cannot exceed 1 Gb/s, or even 100 Mb/s, and thus, do 
not answer to the increasing needs of bandwidth in the network. 
The various solutions provided by the AROONA series overcome 
these limitations and support tens of Gb/s transmissions within 
existing multi-mode fiber infrastructures.

 - Tens of Gb/s in existing links up to several kilometers
 - Different solutions depending on the network topology    

(point to point, star, POL)
 - Progressive and flexible evolution - Compatible with WDM

Increase in capacity for multi-mode fibers

Compatible with standard equipment

Controlled and low investment

 - All multi-mode fibers 50/125 µm or 62.5/125 µm         
(OM1/OM2/OM3/OM4)

 - Standard single-mode transceivers around 1310 nm or 
1550 nm

 - Invisible to communication protocol

 - Reduction in cost and risk compared to new fiber roll-out
 - Passive component: no energy consumption, no 

supervision
 - Installation in just a few hours
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AROONA-P2P
4 x 10 Gb/s over point to point
multi-mode fiber links

AROONA-P2P transforms any multi-mode point to point optical 
fiber link of less than 10 km into 4 independent parallel channels 
of 10 Gb/s throughput duplex each. The solution is based on 
the use of spatial modes of multi-mode fibers and mode group 
multiplexing as a way to overcome their intrinsic limitations.

 - 4 independent parallel channels at 10 Gb/s, up to 10 km

 - Varying range depending on the length of the link

 - One device at each end of the link

Up to a 400x increase in capacity for 
multi-mode fibers

” For many years, we were 
dealing with bottlenecks 
over several fiber links 
within our network. We 
considered deploying new 
single-mode fibers, but costs 
were prohibitive given the 
location of our buildings in 
the city center. AROONA was 
therefore the ideal solution 
to our problem, it was a real 
bonus for us. ” 
Jean-Paul Genevoix, 
CIO of the Urban 
Community of Alençon
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AROONA-STAR
10 Gb/s over an old star network, 
without changing fi ber

AROONA-STAR allows to transmit throughputs of 10 Gb/s to 
6 remote buildings in a star topology, without changing fi ber, 
and thus optimizes required investments for high broadband 
migration. AROONA-STAR offers an affordable and flexible 
solution that reduces the costs of cabling modernization in order 
to support traffi c evolutions over star network.

 - Up to 6 remote buildings simultaneously linked with 
high bit rates

 - 10 Gb/s duplex on each link

 - Only one system required in the network core

Up to a x100 increase in capacity for each link 
of a multi-mode fi ber star topology network
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AROONA-POL simplifi es LAN renovation to the innovative 
network architecture, Passive Optical LAN (POL). This solution 
enables broadband connection to be delivered by optical fi ber to 
the desktop through access network technology while retaining 
the same multi-mode fi ber cable infrastructure.

AROONA-POL
Fiber bandwidth to the desktop, without 
changing the existing fi ber infrastructure

” AROONA-POL enables the 
Passive Optical LAN solution 
to be applied to existing multi-
mode fi bers, avoiding the risks 
and costs of recabling with 
new single-mode cables. The 
POL is suitable for network 
renovation projects using 
existing cables. I am highly 
satisfi ed with the deployment 
provided by CAILabs at our 
client’s campus. ”
Xavier Laureaux, network 
architect at IBM France

 - POL active components connected on multi-mode 
fi ber through AROONA-POL

 - Compatibility with GPON and EPON

 - One system replaces a 1x32 or 2x32 optical splitter 

Compatibility of the POL architecture with a 
multi-mode fi ber network
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CAILabs
Harness the full potential of 
optical fi bers

CAILabs is a leading provider of innovative solutions 
designed to increase the capacity of optical fi bers. We 
develop and manufacture a large range of light-shaping 
components based on our patented, effi cient and flexible 
Multi-Plane Light Conversion (MPLC) technology.

Worldwide telecommunication manufacturers and 
providers, such as Nokia, Cisco, Huawei and KDDI represent 
a few of our trusted clients who have used our products 
to upgrade today’s network infrastructure and create the 
networks of tomorrow. 

At CAILabs, we help you make the most of 
your optical fi bers.
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